
CONTEXT

As of January 3, 2018, the revised version of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID), which has

been in force since 2007, will enter into force with MiFID II. In addition to provisions concerning the admission

of financial service providers in EU Member States and regarding market structure and securities trading, this

version also includes provisions intended to strengthen investor protection.

Although it is a European Directive, MiFID II is also relevant to Swiss asset managers because of the consumer

jurisdiction granted by the Lugano Convention. Accordingly, with a view to a proper risk management strategy,

it is advisable to evaluate the potential impact of the investor protection provisions on your company with an

assessment tailored to external asset managers and to examine the potential options for action.

How can you prepare yourself as an external asset manager for the imminent changes in order to

continue providing services for your clients successfully?

We support you to set a course for the future at an early stage, in order to tackle the challenges ahead in a

self-confident and targeted manner. The assessment phase consists of two steps: a “Self Assessment" and

an “Evaluation Meeting with the EAM". Of course, we are also happy to support you in implementing any

necessary measures.
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The details of the MiFID II Assessment can be found on the back side of the sheet. We recommend

undertaking this phase within the next few months, in order to have enough time for any implementation or 

closure of regulatory gaps.
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Our Online Assessment and the following Evaluation Meeting are divided into several topics along the service 

chain of asset management.

Step 1: Self Assessment

With the help of our Online Self Assessment, you can determine the actual status of your customer service. 

This is done through a set of 40 questions, which take approximately 30/45 minutes, that you can answer to 

by comfortably clicking through on your computer. The questionnaire will then be sent to us for evaluation at 

the touch of a button. 

Step 2: Evaluation Meeting in your Office

Within the scope of the evaluation, we present you your ideal status under MiFID II, show you your potential 

need for action per topic area and discuss with you possible implementation options (see example below).

DETAILS MiFID II ASSESSMENT

Start today with the planning and implementation of these important steps. We will guide and 

support you with our experience.
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MiFID II Assessment
Heatmap – Overview of your need for action


